LET'S GO SHOPPING
Enjoy Donostia while losing yourself in our shops.

They say that we donostiarras have a special style that's reflected in our streets, the way we dress, the things we create. The best way to see—and taste—all three for yourself is to go shopping in the city and discover a shop that has managed to maintain its essence and flavor over the decades, existing side-by-side with trendy hotspots and luxury brand stores.
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Sisters Helena and Ana created this company specialising in quality jewellery, headwear and accessories with a chic twist. They design exclusive collections, with surprising vintage pieces. They also have a beauty line using some of the best ranges in Europe, such as Handmade Beauty.

BOX San Sebastián is a unique company with a six-decade history in premium products. They welcome the most discerning of customers and those seeking non-mass-produced items which can only be found in San Sebastián. 8010Y6 is their signature piece.

The Casa Munoa jewellers have been working as goldsmiths since 1935. They design, produce and sell their own exquisite signature jewellery pieces. They also offer a wide variety of vintage and antique jewellery items and objects of decoration. Their combination of experience, tradition, design and modernity results in premium-quality pieces.
Goiuri is a swimwear store which designs and produces its own signature bathing suits and bikinis. It has exclusive rights to Australian swimwear brands such as Seafolly and was the first business to sell the brand in this area of Europe.

Irulea means ‘spinner’ or ‘weaver’ in Basque, and this store offers hand-made articles for babies plus lingerie items and home accessories. The company’s independent production and artisan methods are what truly set them apart. They currently supply children’s clothing to the British Royal Family.

Creativity and innovation define the Isabel Zapardiez story, with bridal design being the brand’s signature activity. The creations are considered to be couture pieces due to the high quality of their fabrics, the exclusive nature of their designs and the detailed production process which takes place in the San Sebastián workshop.
Manuela va de fiesta is a clothing label which specialises in fashion for brides, godmothers and special guests. The brand creates its own signature, tailor-made collections. 100% “Made in Spain”, where tradition and the avant-garde are blended with high-quality fabrics. Dresses created using artisan techniques and an haute couture atelier line.

Contxu Uzkudun is the creator of this Donostian brand. Her designs are inspired by the landscape, culture and traditions of Donostia. The result is contemporary, practical and comfortable items which are naturally flattering to women.

TORRUBIA & TORRUBIA is the only internationally awarded San Sebastian brand. It creates sustainable, contemporary designs in its store workshop in San Sebastian. The spectacular store displays the brand’s entire jewelry line, which includes a wide range of options for men.
A fresh company which prioritises listening to the women that the items are designed for. Now a large international brand with 8 flagship stores and a further 125 points of sale, Zergatik appeals to women that are entertaining, subversive and open-minded.
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Specialists in tailoring for special events, Aldabaldetrekua Sastreria provides grooms and godfathers with an exclusive private area where they are presented with a wide range of possibilities. We also offer every category of clothing and accessories for gentlemen, in addition to our classic tailoring section and our custom-made shirts.

ARISTIZABAL

Firm believers in a personal level of service, Aristizabal emphasises the importance of attention to detail in satisfying customers. Aristizabal has been, and continues to be, a benchmark of elegance in men’s clothing. Its items are aimed at the classic ‘English gentleman’ type.

ARBELAITZ

The Arbelaitz multi-label store first opened its doors in 1981. There are a total of seven stores in the city. Arbelaitz offers a wide variety of prestigious brands, uniting the latest trends from Paris and Milan while continuing to remain true to its own style and personality.
BOUTIQUE LOOK

UNISEX FASHION

Urbíeta 20, Donostia 943 42 65 52

Boutique Look has over 50 years of experience in selling clothing for men and women in Donostia. The company has extensive experience and is able to provide exceptional customer service and personalised advice.

CABO ROJO

UNISEX FASHION

Nagusia 3, Donostia 943 43 04 34 www.caborojo.es

A multi-space area which combines the passions of its two partners: clothing, footwear, decoration, sports, gourmet products and everything else that is an inspiration to them. This ‘concept store’ features brands such as Komono, Run on Clouds and By Hudson.

ESPARTIN

FOOTWEAR

Arrandegi 5, Donostia 843 63 07 77 www.espartin.net

This shop in the Historical Quarter of Donostia specialises in alpargatas (slip-on shoes). Its star product is the traditional alpargata which is hand-sewn by artisans and produced in the Basque Country by Sustraiak Espartiñak in Zestoa. They also sell navy-style clothing and accessories.
Let yourself be captivated by the details that make the difference. Wear the latest fashions in a unique and special style. Kett provides casual, feminine clothing, with trends coexisting in its new space in the heart of Donostia-San Sebastián.

This Donostian ladieswear and accessories store has been working with exclusive brands since 1982. It always features the best brands and the latest trends.

Muchas Telas has been sharing a passion for fabric for more than 30 years. Natural fabrics, silks and linens, both local and international in origin. Passionate providers of high-quality natural fabrics.
Your go-to headwear store. Founded in 1838, Ponsol is located at Number 4, Calle Narrika. It started out as a producer of headwear (hats, berets, and every type of ladies’ headgear). Its distant origins make this the oldest headwear store in Euskadi, without question.

With a presence in 38 countries and more than 600 locations, this sustainable Basque brand dresses daring, practical, different, mindful and feminine women, drawing inspiration from minimalism, geometry and contemporary art.
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ALBOKA

ARTISAN PRODUCTS

Konstituzio Plaza 8. Donostia 943 42 63 00 www.albokaartesania.com

Alboka is a handicraft store on the Plaza de la Constitución. It was the first shop in the city to sell artisan products from the Basque Country. Alboka provides a wide range of artisan products and carefully selected high-quality items which represent the day-to-day essence of our culture.

ALDE ZAHAR LORE

GIFT SHOP

Nagusia 14. Donostia 943 04 84 27 facebook/aldezaharlore

A new and highly original store in the Historical Quarter of Donostia. If you’d like to take away a lovely memento of San Sebastián (from the most old-school to the most alternative), come and pay a visit or check out the online store.

EL TURISTA

TRAVEL GOODS

Legazpi 6. Donostia 943 42 77 46 www.todomaletas.com

El Turista was started in 1946 by the San Sebastián family. Their business focuses on meeting the needs of clients setting out on a journey. Their store provides the traveller with an elaborate selection of essential travel items from the most important brands: Samsonite, Delsey, Atlantic and so on.
EUSKAL LINGUE

TABLECLOTHS

Nagusia 8, Donostia 943 10 20 28 www.euskal-linge.com

This company views colour as a means for conveying emotions. Ever faithful to their characteristic seven-striped designs, each one of the items has been created with care, drawing upon the picturesque landscapes of the Basque Country as a boundless source of inspiration.

JACARANDA LORADENDA

FLOWER SHOP

ARCCO AMARA- Irun Pl. 6 - 1º, Donostia 943 46 57 55 www.jacarandaloradenda.com

Located in the Arcco shopping centre, this is a cutting-edge florist and décor store. Its creations have been sought after for weddings, banquets, celebrations, opening ceremonies and events of every kind. Creativity and simplicity are the store’s defining features.

KOLOREKA

ART SHOP

San Jeronimo, 19, Donostia 645 70 35 39 www.koloreka.com

At Koloreka you can acquire a perspective of the city printed on paper which you can take home with you or use as an authentic gift with a local flavour. Koloreka works to ensure that your San Sebastián experience never ends.
Little Ireland is a shop in the Historical Quarter of San Sebastián which specialises in Irish produce. Fashion, accessories and culinary items. 100% natural, 100% Irish, 100% original. Your Irish store in Donostia. Welcome!

This is an elegant and exclusive store which is dedicated to the world of gift-giving. Items and accessories for the home and table, artisan jewellery, ladies’ clothing, floral art and home fragrances. A new signature jewellery line in silver. Gien, Lampe Berger and so much more.

Since 1966 Michael’s has been providing the best for you and your home from their location on the oldest street in the city. Unique and exclusive locally-produced “Made in San Sebastián” items, designed especially for the shop, and an assortment of the best European brands. Always true to that essential Donostian spirit.
Opening in 1997 in the Historical Quarter of Donostia, this is the only shop in Euskadi to specialise in nomadic tribal textile art. The carpets are sourced from their country of origin. An exquisite selection of new and antique tribal jewellery shares space with antique Japanese textiles, kilims, cushions and more.

La Real Sociedad de Futbol is a club which represents the highest values of sport and of Gipuzkoan society through our shield, our blue and white colours and our one calling. In the stores at Anoeta (temporarily closed) and Elkano 4 you will discover everything that you need to be a part of the historical club’s experience.

This business focuses on specialisation, an unmistakeable hallmark which sets them apart. Stationery, handicrafts, fine arts and writing materials. From extra-special gifts to everything you need for the office. Their work is their passion.
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HAWAII

UNISEX SURFING FASHIONS

Legazpi 8, Donostia  943 42 55 10  www.hawaiidonostia.com

A surf-centred space which combines art with the latest and the best brands from the surfing industry, all combined with an exclusive garden set at the rear of the store. Hawaii organises numerous events for surfing fans.

IZADI KIROLAK

UNISEX SPORTSWEAR

Usandizaga 18, Donostia  943 29 35 20  www.izadi.net

If you love adventure and the great outdoors, Izadi Kirolak is here to help. The store provides everything you need for mountaineering trips as well as day-to-day attire. The store also has a maintenance workshop and provides material hire in addition to a training room.

KIROL MUSIK

MUSIC AND SPORT PRODUCTS

Zabaleta 26, B. Donostia  943 28 35 80  www.kirolmusik.com

With over 20 years of experience in the world of sport and music, this store will win you over with its unmistakeable style. A unique establishment in San Sebastián, where new and second-hand music and sports items share a space.
Pukas Surf is a Donostian business that has gained acclaim through creating high-performance surfboards and customised bikinis. Blending a global vision with local knowledge, the group has succeeded in feeding its surfing addiction since they first handshaped a surfboard in 1973.

Superdry is a British company selling international designer clothing, and is the owner of the Superdry label. Its clothing combines the vintage American aesthetic with Japanese-inspired graphics. Quality fabrics and iconic hand-crafted designs.
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ANTONELLA

MULTI-BRAND JEWELLERY STORE

Askatasunaren hiribidea 23, Donostia 943 42 30 05 www.joyeriaantonella.com

The Antonella jewellers blends tradition, innovation, elegance and style in jewellery and timepieces. A select and inviting customer-oriented space in the heart of San Sebastián. Sophisticated pieces from brands such as Carrera y Carrera, Chopard, Crivelli, Pienagonda, Pesavento and Vento.

AYESTARÁN

MULTI-BRAND JEWELLERY STORE

Abuztuaren 31 kalea, 16, Donostia 943 42 93 90 www.joyeriaayestaran.com

This jewellery store was opened 60 years ago by Juan Cruz Ayestarán. Based on the philosophy of meeting the needs of each customer, they are able to create the desired pieces in their workshops in the swiftest time possible. Visitors to this store will discover brands such as Universal Genève, Hamilton and Raymond Weil.

BIKONDO JOYEROS

MULTI-BRAND JEWELLERY STORE

Sarriegi plaza 6, Donostia 943 42 79 96

In a welcoming space located in the heart of the Historical Quarter of Donostia, Bikondo Joyeros offers a wide and original variety of creative items. It works with both classic and contemporary jewellery, adapting to meet changes driven by new fashion trends.
Cilveti is a family business dating back to 1930. Its many years of experience enable it to provide customers with high-quality products for a reasonable price. Discover exclusive brands, aligned with the latest and the most classic trends, only in this space on Calle Fuenterrabía 2.

Irantzu Joyeros

At the Irantzu jewellers you will discover jewellery pieces which are designed in keeping with customer preferences. The store works with specialist wedding brands such as Pomellato and Rauschmayer, among others. It also has a workshop for creating or updating your jewellery pieces.

Istra

Istra is a space which focuses on signature creations. Here, you can discover creative items which are crafted using artisan processes which reflect the unique character of their authors. Rita Baecck, Silvia Piva and Kiss the Frog are some of the names that visitors to our magical universe will discover.
Highly creative signature jewellery work is on display at Kberbi New. Avant-garde ideas and international sophistication represent its aim of diffusion. The singular pieces and coloured stones set Kberbi New apart from the competition.

Testone is the product of blending two fields of knowledge: science and jewellery. Jeweller and artisan Alejandra Testone works alongside biochemist Nelsy Gimenez, immortalising nature using a highly precise creative and technical process. Testone makes the ephemeral eternal and casts nature in metal.
Alaitz Cascante Estilistas provides a wide range of products and services for your hair. They specialise in innovative colour and hair treatments and also have an area dedicated to make-up and aesthetics.

Perfumería Benegas is one of the most iconic fragrance stores in the city. It offers its own line of cosmetics and fragrances and also provides a personalised experience through its cabin treatments, using some of the most prestigious high fragrance brands such as Chanel and Guerlain.

This Donostian fragrance store has been in business for 50 years. Luis Diaz provides a wide selection of the best brands from the world of fragrances and cosmetics.
Marta G. was launched in 2002 based on extensive professional experience in the best salons in Spain. The company specialises in hair care and hair treatments, providing a comprehensive advice service. Quality and excellent taste are the brand’s hallmarks.

Massay is a product of experience and of the combination of the concepts of health, beauty and personal care. The inspiration of the brand’s multidisciplinary team is reflected in the effectiveness of each of its unique and natural treatments, all presented in a warm and welcoming environment.

Milk San Sebastián is composed of a team of hairstylists, barbers and aesthetic professionals working with broad experience in the industry. The professional quality of their work, their customer guidance and their product selection are what set this company apart.
TUKA ESTÉTICA

BEAUTY CENTER
Arrasate kalea 6. Donostia 943 42 94 38 www.tukaestetica.com

TUKA brings together various beauty services in a single space with a clear objective: the customer’s convenience and care. The customer’s experience, our hygiene standards and our outstanding products and services are the cornerstones of any business, but when it comes to beauty treatments, these principles are absolutely essential.

YO. SALUD ESTÉTICA

WELLNESS CENTER
Bermingham 8. Donostia 943 29 08 89 www.yosaludestetica.com

YO salud estética is a space for personal care which promotes health and wellbeing. Every detail is taken care of by a team of physiotherapists, osteopaths, chiromassage practitioners, aesthetic professionals and psychologists. Take a deep breath and relax. Enjoy your moment.
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The widest selection of artisan cheeses, mushrooms, wild mushrooms and other locally-sourced natural products of our own confection, carefully and rigorously selected to provide you with the best level of service. Our attentive communication and the quality of our products are what set us apart.

Chocolatería Aramendia has its own chocolate-making workshop. Its production for the public is based on local produce and advanced manufacturing techniques. The store uses high-quality ingredients and includes product tasting. Sale formats: takeaway, gift-wrapped, bagged, etc.

Passionate about the world of wine, selling wines with soul from every corner of the world. Themed tastings in Spanish, English and French. Vermouths, liqueurs, artisan beers and deli products are also on sale.
Gourmet is best known as a select boutique for coffees, teas and infusions. Its extensive array of teas and coffees are presented in elegant metal boxes. Everything is created from natural harvest produce. Visitors will also find the most highly-prized coffees in the world.

KAÑABIKANA
CRAFT BEER SHOP
Zurriola hiribidea 36. Donostia 943 32 14 09 www.kainabikaina.com

Artisan beer to be taken away in PET bottles, drawn directly from the barrel. 18 taps with a carefully chosen selection of local, national and imported beers. The most refreshing beers to enjoy wherever you choose to.

LA SEVILLANA
GOURMET FOOD STORE
San Lorenzo 6. Donostia 943 42 15 63 www.lasevillanadonostierra.com

A Donostian store dating back to 1944. We are the third generation at the helm of the business. We specialise in olives, oils, conserves, codfish, txakoli wines, cheeses and more. Our motto is ‘the highest quality for the best price’.
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Bronte Optikak are vision experts. They provide a personal level of service in their stores, drawing on their extensive experience in the world of optometry. They also offer exclusive brands and the latest trends in eyewear.

Zinkunegi Optika is one of the oldest opticians in Donostia and is dedicated to the optometry industry. Specialising in optometry and contact lenses, their expert customer service and exclusive brands are what set this company apart.
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ARMENKO

ART GALLERY

Iparragirre 4, Donostia 943 29 75 45 www.artekogaleria.com

Specialising in works on paper since its origins, this gallery presents sculpture, painting, drawing and photography exhibitions, artists’ books and videos. Its artists include Dora Salazar, Andrés Nagel, Nori Ushijima, Barceló and Eduardo Chillida.

EKAIN ARTE LANAK

ART GALLERY

Iñigo 4, Donostia 943 42 17 29 www.ekainartelanak.com

An innovative and creative space where sculpture, painting and photography coexist. The gallery project seeks to promote local artists and bring them to a wider global audience. Oteiza, Balerdi and Zumeta have all passed through this art gallery in the Historical Quarter of Donostia.

IÑIGO MANTEROLA

ART GALLERY

Zaragoza Plaza 3, bajo, Donostia 943 47 03 48 www.inigomanterola.com

The Iñigo Manterola art gallery has two distinct spaces: the area displaying the recent work of Iñigo Manterola and the study area. Painting, sculpture and photography are the three disciplines which currently make up the MANTEROLA world.
KUR ART GALLERY
ART GALLERY

A gallery created in 2002 and centred around contemporary art, working with local and international artists of the calibre of Manolo Valdés, Gregorio Iglesias Mayo, J.A. Sistiaga, Aitor Etxeberria, Muñoz Vera, Koldobika Jauregi and Faustino Aizkorbe.

CIBRIÁN GALLERY
ART GALLERY
Hernani 21. Donostia 943 43 51 86 www.cibriangallery.com

This space presents painting and sculpture by national and international artists, with different styles coexisting in perfect harmony. Our approach to selecting artists is based on finding a balance between the artistic value of a piece and its decorative nature.
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With over 30 years of experience in the industry, the Elkar bookshop has become a reference for culture and leisure in the city. Its origins lie in the drive to promote and disseminate Basque culture.

FNAC combines the advantages of a large retail outlet and those of a traditional shop. Visitors will discover a wide selection of every type of product, sold at the lowest prices on the market, as well as an attentive and knowledgeable customer service team.

Let your imagination take wings at the Hontza bookshop. Between rows of bookshelves and literary oases, you can find the best selection of books on architecture, art and design and, of course, the best in Basque narrative.